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Editors’ Welcome 
Welcome to the February issue of On Course Profits magazine. 

This month's sponsor is Winning Favourites. I like a good spread of bets to balance out 

my portfolio. 

Short losing runs are important and even though I bet a lot of selections at bigger prices 

I also include favourites to up my strike rate and minimise losing runs. 

Rob from Winning Favourites is my source of favourites that win, and you can try them 

out for free at https://winningfavourites.com 

Inside this month, Dave Renham runs the stats on short distance Handicap Chases and 

for Gold and Platinum readers he shares the trainers we should be following in these 

tricky events. 

 

We continue our look at National Hunt trainers of interest and of course when I say of 

interest, I mean trainers that will likely win us some bets. 

 

Kieran O’Hagan is back to tell us more about his 20 year journey to profitability in the 

hope that readers will learn from it. 

 

Our second dose of Dave Renham comes with a look at horses switching from Hurdles 

races to Chases and visa versa. 

 

Alex Peperell is back with some ante post bets for Cheltenham including a rock solid 

selection for the Brown Advisory. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43555660@N00/8315430548/in/photolist-dENKNd-EPrt87-dENKU9-S5UBbu-bU36Dv-9BmAY3-dENKZs-TyooBC-DUngA2-S9t3B6-DU2XHh-RUTNAw-pyEHWJ-dXCt35-257xjnw-m5zUL6-FcSFQa-DU2WJy-J4NVoW-UnGqFS-2eiHdH8-UHq5Eo-kSSCgi-S5UATA-EFhj4C-bZgsSQ-s9Ufwo-m5FmsW-bZgzs3-sruBoM-sru49r-bZgucq-UL64wa-RUTATJ-AxVd1-dXCrLw-9BmBuh-r3NJhF-ERKv8R-Gxt6sk-rkdZDV-bZgsp9-wNSBvb-RXxeeH-x72AEM-6XxMS9-x4dxys-duGMAn-EFhoTN-rkdYKk
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/sponsor99
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We have the second part of our serialisation of the Lose Less book where John talks 

about the London Bloke and the 80% strike rate with odds against bets! 

 

And I have updated the results on the free tips we have been following from the OLBG, 

site with mixed results. 

 

I hope you enjoy it. 

All the best 

Darren Power 

Front cover image: Hurdle Race In Wales | National hunt hurdles race in Wales | Paul | Flickr 
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Handicap Chases of 2m 2f or less 
 

In this article I am going to look at short distance Handicap Chases to try and establish 

whether there are any patterns and trends that will give us, the punter, an edge over the 

crowd.  

 

I have decided on a maximum distance of 2m 2f and will looking at UK data from 1st Jan 

2016 to 2nd December 2022 (which is the time when I started researching the piece).  

 

Profit/losses have been calculated to backing at £1 level stakes using Betfair Starting Price 

(BSP). 

 

Price – Let us looks at the market factors first.  

 

I am breaking the prices down by Industry SP, but as stated earlier, any profit and loss 

will be calculated to BSP.  

 

I have also added A/E indices (Actual / Expected) to all the tables – the average A/E index 

for all runners in these races stands at 0.89; hence scores above this suggest better value 

compared with the norm, scores below suggest poorer value.  

 

An A/E index of 1.00 or more suggests real value.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/vegaseddie/2932757737
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The overall results for price are a little ‘mixed’ although in general I would generally be 

focusing my attention on the front end of the market – horses 6/1 or shorter. These horses 

combined would have lost you only 2.4 pence in the £ if you had backed every single one 

of them. Having that said, I would probably advise against backing any odds on runner. 

 

Age – Time to look at the specific age of the horses now to see whether that gives us any 

useful pointers.  

 

For the real old timers, I have grouped them together (12yo or older): 

 

 
 

6yos have the best strike rate and edge into profit and generally as horses get past the age 

of 6 their win success rate starts to drop slightly year by year.  

 

There may be some value in the older brigade, and this is despite 11yos having negative 

returns.  
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Horses aged 10 or older have combined to secure returns of over 7 pence in the £. Of 

course, we need to be aware that for profits to continue in the future, a few big, priced 

winners will need to hit their mark. 

 

Position LTO – How the horse performed last time in terms of where they finished last 

time out is next to be scrutinised.  

 

Virtually all punters use this factor as one of their considerations when having a bet as 

they perceive recent form to be important.  

 

Here are how the stats pan out: 

 

 
  

LTO winners have been the most successful from a win rate perspective but losses of 11p 

in the £ suggest these are not horses to follow.  

 

Horses coming 2nd or 3rd have done pretty well, both groups close to breaking even.  

 

Horses that finished 5th or 6th LTO have proved profitable, but these figures are skewed 

as you would expect by the occasional big priced BSP winner.  

 

Overall, in these races I would suggest that position last time out is not an angle that is 

easy to exploit.  

 

However, I would not dismiss any horse that ran moderately or poorly LTO as arguably 

the stats suggest they provide the better value. 

 

Days Since Last Run – This is another popular angle that most punters are fully aware 

of and hence take account of.  

 

Does a recent run help?  

 

What about a long absence?  
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Let us dig down into the numbers to find out: 

 
 

Best results seem to be at either end of the scale.  

 

Horses off the track for 10 days or less have done well, especially the 6 to 10 day bracket.  

 

Horses off the track for essentially 6 months or more also have a good record in terms of 

profit / returns. However, a 180.00 BSP winner does account for most of their profits. 

 

Weight Rank – The weight carried by a horse is always worth investigating in handicaps.  

 

Here I have split the weight into sections.  

Here are the findings: 

 

 
 

Higher weighted horses win more often but in terms of profits / returns they have provided 

the poorest overall value.  

 

It is difficult to find an edge in terms of weight in these races even though lower weighted 

horses almost break even. This group contain that 180.00 winner again.  

 

Looking at the A/E indices shows how good the handicappers are at their job. 
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Trainers – A look now at the trainers who have achieved the most success in these 

handicap chases.  

 

Only trainers with 100 or more runs have been analysed.  

 

The cut off point is 14% in terms of strike rate: 

 

 
 

All bar four trainers are in profit which I find interesting and surprising.  

 

OK we know the odd big, priced winner might be skewing some of these, but I believe 

all the trainers in the list, even those in the ‘negative’, are worth close scrutiny when 

sending runners into handicap chases of 2m2f or less.  

 

If we combine all the trainers in this list and focus on horses priced 8/1 or less, they still 

would have made an overall profit of £172.34 to £1 level stakes.  

 

This equates to a return of 7.5p in the £. Hence between them all, they have made a fair 

profit at this shorter end of the market. 
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Conclusion 

These Handicap Chases look quite tricky.  

A few potential positives, but overall, I would say the stats as a whole are quite ‘muddy’.  

 

My personal view is that I would stick to horses priced in single figures who are trained 

by one of the trainers highlighted in the trainer’s table.  

 

I would also not be put off by a poor recent run, an older horse, or a lower weighted 

runner.  

 

Finally, horses returning to the track within 10 days I would see as a positive.  

 

David Renham    
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The Vertem Eider Handicap Chase  
Saturday 25th February 2023 - Newcastle 3.25pm (Class 2, 4m 1f)  
 

Very possibly the most gruelling race in the National Hunt racing calendar, the Eider 

Chase was established in 1952 and features 26 fences over 4 miles and 1 furlong and is 

considered a solid trial for the Aintree Grand National. 

 

Last year’s renewal was won by Win My Wings for Christian Williams and Ryan Mania 

which for the second year on the trot was amongst the selections found using the trends.  

 

Fingers crossed we can make it a hat trick this time around! 

 

Generally speaking, it is such an extreme test of stamina that if you can find a runner that 

finishes the race you will probably be in at least the place money. On testing ground such 

as in 2018, there were only 6 runners and going back a little further there were just 3 

completions in 2011 and 5 in 2009.  

 

Unusually, unlike say the Grand National over a similar distance, horses carrying a low 

weight have not fared particularly well in this race. 

 

Since 1997, horses carrying under 10st 13lb have won just 5 times compared to those 

shouldering that weight or above which have won 16 times including the last 5 renewals. 

 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ronmacphotos/1163021577/in/photolist-2LLMNa-4ngFp-e7t6ag-abXCM9-GzBF3H-e7yLjf-txMhMi-afdTTw-63qFi2-bW2tgK-5mPRmW-brVBTa-aEp9aB-afe2S1-afbbgD-KsCfVy-63uVzq-cZYdB9-abUL1P-bgZRsk-hqh2DF-xZXw2x-v1sBcY-AT1bnW-m5zT6T-fHsxsh-yPC72k-6fscj8-hcsETj-kowv1L-7UeZod-C97epc-btipwS-a6rq5j-eDonv-afdVNf-aEp9pk-uAETf7-nt2WRY-Bpg1fL-m5FmsW-wVHP9-bZgzs3-cdoMz7-bZgsp9-7SNFDz-phpYp1-m5zUL6-yy5i3d-aG4tw2
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Based on those stats we should be carefully considering those towards the top end of the 

weights. 

 

This race has also favoured the more experienced / older runners in recent times, with 9 

of the last 10 winners being aged between the 9 and 11 years old, and 6 out of the last 7 

were 9yo’s. 

 

We have had one big, priced winner in recent years (Tyneandthyneagain at 28/1 in 2004), 

but that one aside, all the other winners went in at 18/1 or shorter.  

 

No surprise then to find out that the winner came from the front 6 in the betting in no 

fewer than 18 of the 21 renewals since 1997 (the race was abandoned in 2010, 2013 and 

2020). 

 

All winners in that time had raced in the last 2 months (63 days to be precise), so a long 

layoff is not a good thing. 

 

One thing in our favour from a trends point of view is that all bar 3 winners could be 

found within the OR ratings band of 125 to 139 and 9 of the last 11 winners were rated 

135 or less. 

 

Those that had run between 2 and 5 runs in the current season have a decent profile and 

would have found 16 of the last 21 winners. 

 

A race over at least 3m 4f (13 of the last 21 winners) and a win over at least 3m 1f (19 of 

the last 21 winners) both appear to be positive traits. 

 

Previous course form doesn’t seem to have much bearing (17 winners were winning at 

Newcastle for the first time), but a win in the current season does count for a lot. 

 

Between 1 and 4 chase wins looks good (20/21) as does a win in a handicap chase (16/21) 

combined with a top 4 finish on their last time out run. 

 

Putting all that together gives us a winning profile of: 

 

• Carrying 10-13 or more 

• Top 6 in the betting 

• Aged 9yo to 11yo 

• Rated 125 – 139 

• Raced in the last 63 days 

• 2 to 5 runs in the current season 

• Raced over at least 3m 4f previously 
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• Won over 3m 1f or further 

• A win in the current season 

• Between 1 and 4 career chase wins 

• Won a handicap chase 

• Top 4 finish LTO 

 

On race day we will analyse the entries against the highlighted trends and share our 

selection(s) with Platinum members in the members’ area. 

 

Steve Carter 
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National Hunt Trainers of Interest – Part II 
First up we are going to look back on last issues highlighted trainers and the suggested 

systems to see how we are currently fairing.  

It is early days with just two weeks into the new year, so we need to allow for some 

patience as we progress through the first quarter of the year. 

Barry (B) Connell (Ireland) 
System 70: JO-98-70-01-23-OCP-NH Trainers-B Connell-1st Qtr. 

Back Barry (B) Connell’s National Hunt runners (Not Novices) during the first quarter 

of 2023. 

Just two runners to date, both of which finished in the places, a second at 6/1 in a 25 

runner race at Naas and a third placer at 20/1 at Fairyhouse in a 21 runner race.  

Doh should have backed them each way!! Hindsight is such a wonderful thing…  

Still, it does demonstrate at least that the runners are trying in their races. 

We are feeling optimistic. 

Kieran Burke 
System 71:  JO-98-71-01-23-OCP-NH Trainers-K Burke-1st Qtr. 

Back Kieran Burke’s National Hunt Handicap runners during the first quarter of 2023. 

No runners to date. 

 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/vegaseddie/3911082710/in/photolist-6XBjCw-6XxMS9-dgMHan-qBx2Jb-bzCuBV-bmHEi1-bmHArb-wPae6j-x6JLjV-bmHD9Y-x71ZJz-wP1oiz-x7havt-wPjjXF-w9tmoY-w9u8bo-w9AhL3-x5KajL-x5KHPq-bzCwDr-wNXymM-w9tqN9-bzCu7t-bzCtcn-bzCtVt-x763mv-wNY47x-wNZ2fK-wNZert-w9N711-x4t4jw-m5EyEH-x721fz-wNTh7Q-w9v9M7-w9MqM1-x5YQm7-w9Cw4a-x5MkwL-x74iHM-wNS8CN-wNT8Md-x5YMLN-x74jjB-wPoi3j-x6Krnz-x74eU4-wNUdCA-m5uKkv
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Chris Gordon 
System 72: JO-98-72-01-23-OCP-NH Trainers-C Gordon-1st Qtr. 

Back Chris Gordons Hurdle and NHF runners (excluding Novices and Maidens) for the 

first quarter of 2023. 

Three runners to date, two of which have Pulled Up in their races and a placed third at 

11/2.  

Still early days. 

Richard Bandey 

System 73:  JO-98-73-01-23-OCP-NH Trainers-R Bandey-1st Qtr. 

Follow Richard Bandey’s National Hunt runners for the first quarter of 2023. 

A less than promising start with just three runners, but two Pulled Up in their races and 

the third finished as an unplaced favourite at 13/8f…this one may need some careful 

watching. 

Adam West 
System 74:  JO-98-74-01-23-OCP-NH Trainers-A West-1st Qtr. 

Follow Adam West’s National Hunt runners in the first quarter of 2023 to Win Only. 

Just one runner to date which finished unplaced at 11/1. 

Further Trainers of Interest. 

There are four trainers which appear to have got off to a flying start in January 2023, 

Sandy Thomson (that name has cropped up in previous issues), Sue Smith, Stuart 

Edmunds and Mrs Jane Williams. 

 

Sandy Thomson 
Sandy Thomson we already have an Approved system for Sandy Thomson which our 

Platinum members receive the selections for. (You can upgrade your account here). 

The system AP-71-53-10-20, originally flagged up in October 2020 has proven 

lucrative. 

From the date of publication to the end of 2020 the system produced a modest strike 

rate of around 17.00% but landed a 66/1 winner in Yorkhill at Newcastle on 28th 

November, and the 2020/2021 season proved a healthy profit overall. 

 

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/upgrade/?utm_source=On%20Course%20Profits&utm_medium=ad&utm_campaign=issue99
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2021/2022 though showed a significant loss and we were ready to throw in the towel, 

but one bad year, however bad, doesn’t necessarily make a poor trainer and the system 

had been highly lucrative the previous year so it seemed only fair to see what 2022/2023 

could offer. 

October to December 2022 saw a return of some of the profits with an almost 25% 

strike rate and profits of +19.21 points to ISP and +22.67 points to BFSP. (Interestingly 

we have noted that the differential in returns over the past 12 months or so between 

ISPs and BFSPs are diminishing). 

2023 has got off to a slow start with 2 winners from 5 runners and we would have 

banked +3.08 pts (ISP) so we will keep a careful eye on this, but for now we will 

continue with the Sandy Thomson chasers. 

Mrs Sue Smith 
Sue Smith is a trainer we have never quite got to grips with, but 2023 has got off to a 

flying start, and we may have missed the boat here. 

Historically we have picked up on her runners during the early part of the year, but we 

have never quite managed to turn things into a profit. It may be that we are always one 

step behind. To that end we are hereby taking note of Sue Smith’s runners for January 

2024! 

 

Since 2013, had you backed ALL her runners blindly during the month of January you 

would have made a profit of +177.27points to ISP, with just a small loss of 3.33points 

in January 2012 and 4.43 points in January 2021. 

January 2023 would have already seen you land 3 winners from 6 runners and a profit 

of +39.50 points. 

System 02 – AP 99-02-02-23 – Back Sue Smith runners blindly during the month of 

January in 2024. (We will update the website with the system shortly). 

Nothing like a little forward planning and yes, we have sent this straight to the 

Approved Section. 
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Stuart Edmunds 
Stuart Edmunds won the 2021 Jockey Club “McCoy’s Leading Trainer award” in the 

category with less than 40 horses.  

From the age of 14 Edmunds was working his way through the ranks and reaching 

assistant trainer to Miss Renne Robson before taking over the yard and her training 

license following her untimely death in January 2015. 

Edmunds holds a dual licence but the largest percentage of his runners are run in 

National Hunt races so we will concentrate our analysis there. 

Since 2015 backing his National Hunt runners blindly would have seen you lose almost 

118 points, so we need to find where, if anywhere the winners have come from in the 

past and more importantly, have they been profitable? 

There are a couple of standout tracks over the years, in particular Fakenham and 

Sandown. 

 

The majority of those profits came though in 2018 and 2019, though in fairness you 

would have only of made a loss backing his runners blindly at these tracks in 3 of the 

last 8 years, with the largest loss being 7.00 points, so not detrimental to the betting 

bank. 

Again, we may have missed the bulk of any profits but December through to the end of 

February have been where almost 80% of the profits have come from.  

We think we will take a watching brief with this one for February with a view to 

possibly adding in for a further review for December this year.  

System 100: JO-99-100-02-23 - Follow Stuart Edmunds’s National Hunt runners during 

December through to the end of February when running at Fakenham and Sandown 

(and we will review again at the end of February).  (We will update the website with the 

system shortly). 
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Mrs Jane Williams 
It’s very easy to get excited when you see a 41.67% strike rate and a profit, but we need 

to hold fire here! 

Jane Williams was originally partner to Nick Williams and obviously played an 

important part in the set up at the Williams stable but following their split she has her 

own name as trainer against those horses carrying her colours, as worn by Tea For 

Two’s jockey. 

An article in the Racing Post highlighted back in September 2022 that there had been 

some problems for Jane Williams with depression, struggling to raise money and the 

injury sustained to her son Chester following a schooling accident all meaning that the 

stable was in her words “under a cloud” with the horses having had “something not 

right with them”. 

September through to the end of December 2022 showed a mere 10.00% strike rate and 

a 25.00% place strike rate and so we are not yet convinced that she is firing on all four 

hooves. To that end, and probably to our detriment we will just keep a watchful eye on 

runners from Jane Williams’s stable. 
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20 Years of Hard Lessons. 

This year (2023), it will be 20 years since I started betting and boy how things have 

changed. 

 

Firstly, and perhaps most importantly, I now make money at it. I am in the relatively 

small percentage of people who bet every day that are profitable each year. That is 

closely followed by how much my mindset has improved. It still has some way to go (as 

is witnessed by the members of my service) but believe me, it is massively better than it 

was at various points during the last two decades. 

 

Another hugely significant thing is how much I enjoy it these days. 

 

For most of the period in question, I was in a full time job, I was bringing up a family, 

my life was very busy and at times extremely stressful. Betting was a hobby but also a 

means to an end. I wanted to retire early and that in itself put more pressure on me to be 

successful at it. 

 

Now, I am nearly 2 years retired (early but not as early as I had hoped!), but most days, 

I am still in my office by 7:30am and spend the first 2 or 3 hours processing data and 

running my systems to get bets out to my members, placing my own bets and also 

writing the various blogs and forum posts with the free selections that I might be 

trialling at that time.  

 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/vegaseddie/3309217425/in/photolist-63qB3R-qBx2Jb-71Pb35-x4qNTw-wT2mD3-9CkHaS-NpTo1x-a37fqh-2jABX2x-6XyDdJ-x47Exu-39J6jm-7qvJYJ-7xntkJ-2jAyti4-2jABWZt-wP5LbK-2jAytj6-2jACLpj-2jAytcn-x6uRaV-dAqrkv-2nK8X5H-wP4wK8-6aKSfa-Whafn3-w9G7yg-wNWJ9o-DxRrwf-bo5nVk-qtGKM4-w9Eu5r-2jABWZP-bo5kfV-2jABWXK-2jABWYr-wPaCbs-2jABX27-5nQEMv-wPdiay-jVQrib-x6uY8T-29bZqh6-wNWa5C-x741kF-bo5nAi-wP4wgb-w9xigh-bo5mFM-bo5kQZ
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Normally, that side of things is finished by 10:30 and then I get on with the rest of my 

life.  

 

However, if a new idea has popped into my head, usually prompted by something I have 

heard or read, I will spend time (sometimes hours, sometimes days and sometimes even 

weeks) researching it and seeing if it is something that might be fruitful and if I can turn 

it into a system and write some software to automate it.  

 

It is a perfect way to keep the brain active and I have to say, creating something that 

works is just a huge buzz. The money is important, but the sense of achievement is 

perhaps an even bigger thrill. 

 

Obviously, it goes without saying, if I am enduring a losing spell, it losses a bit of the 

shine, but as a large part of what I do these days is aimed at keeping drawdowns to a 

minimum, those are not too frequent and when they do happen, I try and keep myself 

busy with a new idea or two, so that I focus on positive things. 

 

To get where I am today though, there have been some very big lessons.  

 

I was thinking of some of the 'disasters' that I have brought upon myself through lack of 

discipline, especially in the early days.  

 

There was a day when by mid afternoon, I was €1,100 up from laying favourites and 

then I had to go out for several hours to a function. The whole time I was out, I was just 

desperate to get back and carry on where I had left off. I was euphoric.  

 

I got home and attempted to do something similar for the Dundalk and Wolverhampton 

evening meetings. I lost €1,500. A loss on the day of €400, but obviously to me, it was 

€1,500.  

 

Imagine my mindset after that! 

 

I broke every rule in my book several times over that day and just as many during the 

winning run as the losing one. Madness. 

 

Also, the number of times that I have decided to not back a system bet, or reduce my 

stake, because the system was performing badly at that time or because I read 

something in the Racing Post that put me off or someone in a forum persuaded me to 

back another horse instead.  

 

And the system selection wins at a very big price. 

 

Doubling or even trebling my normal stake because a selection is a short price, and the 

perceived wisdom says it cannot lose.  
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It loses. 

 

And so many other daft decisions that really hurt financially but provided a real lesson 

that made me a much better gambler. 

 

When betting for myself, I have stopped doing really daft things, but starting the 

Winning Systems service in late August 2022 has definitely seen me resurrect some of 

my bad habits.  

 

My mindset was altered by the fact that I was potentially losing other people’s money 

and my desire to ensure every month is a winning month. I have made some very poor 

decisions during the last four months, mostly when I had a drawdown of 26 points in 

mid to late October.  

 

I over analysed every selection, selections that have rules, rules that have been made 

to take the emotion out of my betting. October was a losing month (only -4 points 

though) but if I had posted all of the selections generated, it would have been a 

comfortable winning month. Another hard lesson. 

 

I am working very hard on my head (and adding some minor automated controls) to 

stop intervening and to allow the proven successful systems to generate a decent annual 

return, perhaps with an occasional losing month or two! 

 

So, all in all, I love what I do these days, but blimey it has been a big learning curve and 

I only hope that I can implement all that I have learnt, to make my paying customers 

very happy members of Winning Systems. 

 

Good luck. 

Kieran 

www.winningsystems.co.uk 

 

http://www.winningsystems.co.uk/
http://www.winningsystems.co.uk/
http://www.winningsystems.co.uk/
http://www.winningsystems.co.uk/
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(CC BY 4.0)  - Handicap Hurdle | Gibb River (right) jumps two out on his wa… | Flickr 

Switching from Hurdles to Chases and vice 

versa. 
 

As the title alludes to, I will be looking at horses that switch from a hurdles race to a 

chase, and from chases to hurdles. The aim as ever is to find either some positive 

patterns or some negative ones. I am guessing that the negative ones will win out here.  

 

It is important to say at this point that finding negatives is actually just as important as 

finding positives. It is often the races we avoid betting on, for valid negative factors, 

that help us in our long term aim for profitability. 

 

I will be using UK data going back to 2014 and as ever profits and losses have been 

calculated to backing at £1 level stakes using Betfair Starting Price (BSP). 

 

Hurdles to Chases 
A look at all runners who are running in a chase, who raced over hurdles LTO: 

 

Runs Wins Strike Rate (%) Profit / Loss (BSP) ROI (%) A/E 

15335 2072 13.5 – £1,287.02 – 8.4 0.90 

 

This is a slightly higher strike rate than I expected, I’m guessing it will be a lot lower 

the other way round (LTO chases to hurdles).  

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43555660@N00/7152434691/in/photolist-bU36Dv-21WTpkS-232rQZ8-21WSFJA-2m3BKv2-x6KaLz-x4eiH9-9DAfHv-232rk4g-wPae6j-x6JLjV-wPba1d-x71ZJz-wP1oiz-w9AhL3-6P7dFF-ouRzVt-wNY47x-wNZ2fK-wNZert-UBr7mx-TwvvqS-x721fz-w9v9M7-w9MqM1-w9Cw4a-x5MkwL-x74iHM-w9H7qu-x5YMLN-UyDdnf-x74jjB-UyD41Q-x6Krnz-x74eU4-wNUdCA-x6tXdt-w9wfzC-wNSu25-x75Rb4-TwvgpA-x6sAKr-x5HupJ-x4emuG-x5M1qj-wP8Bvx-w9UUdt-x4aPQm-x4d3mQ-x4aCsG
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Now a good proportion of these runners will have been having their first ever run over 

fences as it is the norm to start over hurdles and then move to chases.  

 

Hence, here is some data analyzing the number of previous runs in chases: 

 

Previous runs in a 

Chase 
Runs Wins 

Strike Rate 

(%) 

Profit / Loss 

(BSP) 

ROI 

(%) 
A/E 

0 (chase debut) 8473 1150 13.6 – £1,129.51 – 13.3 0.87 

1 913 125 13.7 – £132.03 – 14.5 0.88 

2 or more 5949 797 13.4 – £25.48 – 0.4 0.95 

 

It seems from this that horses that have had at least two previous runs in a chase are 

much better value when they switch back to chases from hurdles, than those making 

their chase debut or those having had one previous run in a chase.  

 

It should also be noted that the figures for ‘2 or more’ are not skewed in the least by big 

priced winners. Hence, I do think any horse with 2 or more previous chase starts when 

switching back to a chase from hurdles are worth a second glance.  

 

Let’s study these runners in a little more detail: 

Hurdles to Chases – Horses with 2 or more chase starts. 

 

Time to look to see if any trainer excels with this type of runner.  

 

Here are the top performing trainers in terms of strike rate who have had at least 50 

qualifiers and secured a win strike rate in excess of 18%: 

 

Trainer Runs Wins 
Strike 

Rate (%) 

Profit / Loss 

(BSP) 

ROI 

(%) 
A/E 

Nicholls, P  55 14 25.5 + £8.32 + 15.1 1.01 

Newland, Dr R  65 15 23.1 + £49.83 + 76.7 1.16 

Henderson, N  57 13 22.8 + £10.44 + 18.3 1.06 

O’Neill, J 69 15 21.7 + £25.38 + 36.8 1.38 

Keighley, M 70 15 21.4 + £35.92 + 51.3 1.37 

Hobbs, P  53 11 20.8 + £6.56 + 12.4 0.93 

O’Brien, F 88 18 20.5 – £8.35 – 9.5 1.07 

Bowen, P 84 17 20.2 + £91.78 + 109.3 1.37 

Skelton, D 119 23 19.3 – £29.23 – 24.6 0.85 

Gordon, C 70 13 18.6 + £18.43 + 26.3 1.02 

Alexander, N  55 10 18.2 + £41.52 + 75.5 1.55 

Twiston– Davies, N  72 13 18.1 – £4.72 – 6.6 1.04 
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9 of the 12 trainers in profit, and any qualifying horse (e.g., 2+ previous chase runs) 

from these trainers is worth close scrutiny.  

 

Some big names in there too including perhaps the two greatest UK NH trainers in Paul 

Nicholls and Nicky Henderson. 

 

A look at the market data now.  

 

Focusing on ALL qualifiers from ALL trainers that were priced 8/1 or shorter – that’s 

the Industry SP not BSP, you get the following impressive results: 

 

Industry SP 

Price 
Runs Wins 

Strike  

Rate %) 

Profit / 

Loss (BSP) 
ROI (%) A/E 

8/1 or shorter 3091 671 21.7 + £238.81 + 7.7 1.00 

 

I am surprised but heartened to have found such a positive market based angle.  

Not only that, but results have also been consistent year in year out as the table below 

shows: 

 

Year Runs Wins 
Strike Rate 

(%) 

Profit / Loss 

(BSP) 
ROI (%) A/E 

2022 303 74 24.4 + £33.11 + 10.9 1.08 

2021 312 70 22.4 + £53.21 + 17.1 1.04 

2020 233 45 19.3 – £13.64 – 5.9 0.91 

2019 410 96 23.4 + £34.49 + 8.4 1.00 

2018 393 84 21.4 + £16.18 + 4.1 0.93 

2017 387 84 21.7 + £20.49 + 5.3 1.01 

2016 350 80 22.9 + £68.96 + 19.7 1.06 

2015 354 69 19.5 + £.06 + 1.7 0.95 

2014 349 69 19.8 + £19.94 + 5.7 0.97 

 

I definitely think any horse (with 2+ previous runs in chases) switching back to chases 

from hurdles when priced 8/1 or shorter is worth very close scrutiny.  

 

Even more so if trained by one of the 12 trainers that appeared in the earlier table (their 

combined figures show returns of 30p in the £, well above the overall figure of 7.7p). 

 

Hurdles to Chases (All Runners)  

Back now to look at some data for ALL horses switching obstacles, not just those with 2 

or more chase starts.  

 

Here are some negative stats that are worth being aware of: 
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1. Horses that were pulled up in the hurdle race last time out have proved poor 

investments winning under 9% of the time with BSP losses equating to nearly 20 pence 

in the £; 

 

2. There are not many qualifiers aged 12 or older but of the 318 such horses just 17 have 

been successful back in a chase, which equates to a strike rate of just over 5%. Losses to 

BSP have been huge standing at 60 pence in the £; 

 

3.  Avoid horses trying to win their chase at Cheltenham – they have won just 1 in every 

11 starts for losses of 31p in the £; 

 

4. Horses racing in a non handicap chase would have lost you 23 pence for every £1 

staked. 

 

Chases to Hurdles 

This is going to be slightly less common, but we still have had over 9000 qualifiers in 

the period of study: 

 

Runs Wins 
Strike Rate 

(%) 

Profit / Loss 

(BSP) 
ROI (%) A/E 

9357 770 8.2 –  £963.68 –  10.3 0.80 

 

A much poorer strike rate this way round, although overall returns are only marginally 

worse. 

 

Let me start with an angle that has produced huge profits from a similar strike rate to the 

overall one.  

 

Horses having their first ever run in a hurdle race having switched from chasing are rare 

(for the reason mentioned I mentioned earlier – in italics). In fact, just 266 match this 

criterion. Of these just 23 have won (SR 8.6%), but due to some very big priced winners 

skewing the figures somewhat, profit to BSP stands at … wait for it …. £709.06.  

 

This is a return of £2.66 for every £1 bet.  

 

Now this is NOT an angle I suggest you follow in the future, but if you had, going back 

to 2014, you would be pretty happy with yourself. 

 

Let me look at trainers next.  

 

It is difficult to imagine any trainer excelling with their horses when they switch back to 

hurdles. Many trainers use this chase to hurdles ploy simply as a race sharpener, or a 

way to try and freshen up their horses.  
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The stats do back up my theory: 

 

Trainer Runs Wins 
Strike Rate 

(%) 

Profit / 

Loss (BSP) 

ROI 

(%) 
A/E 

Hobbs, P  100 16 16.0 + £22.06 + 22.1 1.31 

O’ Brien, F 142 20 14.1 – £21.61 – 15.2 0.97 

Murphy, O 60 8 13.3 – £23.09 – 38.5 0.70 

Henderson, N  136 18 13.2 – £11.72 – 8.6 0.94 

Skelton, D 213 28 13.2 – £90.10 – 42.3 0.74 

Ewart, J  70 9 12.9 + £17.35 + 24.8 1.14 

Farrelly, J 63 8 12.7 + £9.00 + 14.3 1.21 

Alexander, N  80 10 12.5 + £44.50 + 55.6 1.44 

Nicholls, P  119 14 11.8 – £54.99 – 46.2 0.72 

Snowden, J 85 10 11.8 – £1.77 – 2.1 0.80 

Bailey, K  62 7 11.3 – £2.89 – 4.7 1.11 

Hammond, M 82 9 11.0 – £31.93 – 38.9 1.08 

Williams, Evan 226 24 10.6 – £85.53 – 37.9 0.82 

 

These are the trainers with the highest strike rates, but profits are much harder to come 

by than we saw earlier in the hurdle to chase trainer data.  

 

Also, the strike rates are considerably lower this way round. 

 

In general, it is true to say that horses going from chases LTO to hurdles this time are 

not great investments.  

 

Here are a selection of stats to finish off the piece where negative stats dominate as 

you’d expect: 

 

1. Horses that finished in the first three LTO in a chase have a poor record subsequently 

when switched hurdles. A win percentage of just 12.5% and losses of 24p in the £ to 

BSP (as a general rule horses that finish in the first three LTO lose just 6p in the £); 

 

2. Horses that fell LTO in a chase have won just 48 of the 655 hurdle races (SR 7.3%) 

for a loss of £265.09 (ROI – 40.5%). 

 

3. Horses returning to the track after a break of 50 days or more have won 249 from 

3925 (SR 6.3%) for a significant loss of £1052.91 (ROI – 26.8%); 

 

4. Horses returning to the track after a break of 49 days (7 weeks) or less have won 130 

times from 1104 runners (SR 11.8%) for a profit of £304.68 (ROI +27.6%). One big 

priced winner totally skewed the returns though. Without this winner horses would have 

made a loss, albeit only around 7p in the £. 
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5. Horses racing in a hurdle race at Cheltenham would have seen just 13 successes from 

314 runners (SR 4.1%). Returns to BSP were poor as one would expect at close to 36 

pence in the £. 

 

So, there you have it.  

 

Overall, across both race ‘switches’ there were more positives in the ‘hurdle to chase’ 

stats than the other way round. More especially when drilling into the stats of horses 

that had previously run in 2 or more chases. 

 

David Renham    

     

 

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/ratecard
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The Cheltenham Festival 
 

Brown Advisory Novices Chase 
 

The betting suggests this race is wide open, and it is to a certain extent. I think the main 

factor being that a lot of the horses have multiple options at Cheltenham. The likes of 

Gaillard Du Mesnil, Ballygrifincottage and Ramillies could head to the National Hunt 

Chase. Then the other way, James Du Berlais, Classic Getaway, Gentlemansgame could 

all head to the Turners. If some of those were certain runners, I think prices would be 

quite different. 

 

Gerri Colombe is likely going to be Gordon Elliott’s leading hope. But I wouldn’t even 

be sure he’ll run; we’ve only ever seen him when there has been significant juice in the 

surface (Yielding is the fastest ground he’s run on). They may well take a chance if it’s 

good ground, he’s not flashy and is still unbeaten so he demands huge respect, but I’m 

just not sure he’s been truly tested.  

 

The Real Whacker is likely to turn up here after his two course wins, where he made all. 

But I think he’s going to need to be a 160 horse, at least, to win this, which I’m not 

totally sure he is. 

 

At this stage, I think Thyme Hill is a great bet for a few reasons.  
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If all goes well, this is the only race he’ll be running in at the Festival, so there’s no 

concerns that he’ll swap to a different race. He should also get the race set up he needs, 

The Real Whacker will go off in front and should set an even gallop (that’s without 

anything even taking him on), which is what Thyme Hill needs, to be seen at his best.  

 

He’s got plenty of experience and the way he’s been campaigned reminds me of 

Edwardstone last season. That extra season over hurdles proves their ability in open 

company, and Thyme Hill achieved more over hurdles than Edwardstone did, being 

second in a Stayers Hurdle. It was an emphatic win for Thyme Hill in the Kauto Star at 

Kempton on Boxing Day, he jumped miles better than he did at Newbury the time 

before and the cheekpieces seem to have done him the world of good over fences.  

 

Being a 161-rated hurdler, he without doubt sets the standard here. If something else 

can get to that bar then fair enough, but I think he’s rock solid. At the price he is, if 

you’re one that likes playing each way multiples, I think he fits right into that bill. 

 

Recommended Bet 

Back Thyme Hill @ 8/1 

 

Cross Country Chase 
 

There’re a few odds-on favourites already for the Festival, whether that should be the 

case or not, I’m surprised Delta Work isn’t one of them. This could well be one of the 

least competitive fields of the week and we’ve got a horse here who is laid out for it, 

won it last year and was third in the Grand National off a mark of 160, so he’s just 

better than the others that’ll run. If he doesn’t go off odds on, I’ll be staggered.  

 

This isn’t an outlandish selection by any means, but I mainly wanted to flag, that as 7/4 

shots go at Cheltenham, I think this one is still value and he’ll bump up the ante post 

multiples. 

 

Recommended Bet 

Back Delta Work @ 7/4 

 

Turners Novices Chase 
 

This race is the epitome of Willie Mullins bingo. Sir Gerhard, James Du Berlais, 

Appreciate It, El Fabiolo, Allegorie De Vassy, Dysart Dynamo and Saint Roi make up 7 

of the top 9 in the market. What’s maybe even more amazing is that it is actually 

feasible, not likely, but feasible, that none of them even run.  

 

Given we’re still yet to see Sir Gerhard this season, I can’t see him lining up. James Du 

Berlais is a possible, but he could also step up to three miles.  
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If one of the main Arkle hopes was to step up in trip, I’d imagine it’ll be Appreciate It. 

But I’d think Dysart Dynamo and El Fabiolo will run in the Arkle, possibly along with 

Saint Roi with Allegorie De Vassy going to the Mares Chase. Talk about an 

embarrassment of riches! 

 

Despite all of those potential chances of winning, I still don’t think this race will go to 

Mullins. I really like Mighty Potter.  

 

This horse has so much ability and given the size of him, winning two Grade 1s as a 

five-year-old novice hurdler shows that. He would have needed time to grow into his 

frame and we’re really starting to see what he can do now. He showed his character at 

Down Royal, when he was wandering around in front and looking around, causing a 

couple of errors, but nothing he won’t have learned from. Then in the Drinmore, he won 

with plenty in hand. He’s so enthusiastic and he can take lengths out of horses when he 

jumps. Beating Gaillard Du Mesnil easily that day, that is decent novice form given the 

experience that horse has and that he went on to win a Grade 1 next time, making 

himself favourite for a Festival race in the process. 

 

Mighty Potter is certainly improving, and he’s got all the attributes to be a top class 

chaser. I think whatever turns up against him is going to have a really tough ask to 

match him for any of jumping, ability, speed or stamina. 

 

Recommended Bet 

Back Mighty Potter @ 7/2 

 

Stayers Hurdle 
 

This is a wide open renewal, with the reigning two-time champion Flooring Porter just 

heading the market. But Home By The Lee has floored him twice this season and has 

taken his form to a new level. Then you have Teahupoo who upset the apple cart when 

thwarting Honeysuckle’s unbeaten record in the Hatton’s Grace, he would be a very 

interesting contender, but he could well be quite ground dependent as he ran twice on 

decent ground last year and was awful. 

 

Because of the nature of the race, I’m going to have two on my side at nice prices.  

 

The first is staying stalwart Paisley Park, who has come back for another season in 

tremendous form. Just losing out to Champ at Newbury, he was denied by a superb 

front running ride aboard the winner, but Paisley Park gained his revenge when 

galloping away with the rearranged Long Walk at Kempton. He’s won this race before, 

has been third in it twice, and it seems to me like this is the best form he’s been in for 

some time - he’s enjoying the game more than ever. 
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A fascinating runner in here would be Saint Sam for Willie Mullins.  

 

He was a good juvenile a couple of seasons ago without setting the world alight and the 

same can be said for his chase campaign last season, where he won once.  

 

Making his reappearance on New Years Eve, back over hurdles and up in trip to just shy 

of two and a half miles, he was absolutely smashed in the betting into even money 

favourite, it was a huge market move, which speaks volumes as he duly obliged. He was 

in control of the whole race and continued to pour it on at the line.  

 

What I also found interesting was how Mullins reacted after the race, saying “Saint Sam 

can go out in trip. He likes to get on with it and he seemed to settle a little better so 

hurdling might be his game now. He is bred to stay, and I am keen to get him out in 

trip”.  

 

With the way he hit the line, those comments are very encouraging that they’ll have a 

go at this race with him. Mullins sent Nichols Canyon to claim this title in 2017, 

stepping him up markedly in trip, and the same could happen again. 

 

Recommended Bets 

Back Paisley Park @ 14/1 Each Way 

Back Saint Sam @ 16/ Each Way 

 
Alex Peperell 
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Lose Less by John Cutts 
Our next instalment of Lose Less kindly provided by the author, John Cutts. 

Early reviews for the book have been very positive with an overall 4 star rating as I 

type. 

If you can’t wait for 12 months you can get it in paperback or on Kindle here 

CHAPTER 1 – The Seed Was Planted 

In this chapter I will show you how and why we began to think we could become pro 

gamblers. The taster was a run of 19 winners out of 21 runners. 

But first let me introduce myself so you can understand how my brother and I got into 

serious betting. 

I am John Cutts and, along with my brother, Mark, we owned a small glazing company 

in Stockport, Cheshire in the UK before semi retiring to Brittany, France in 2012.  

We are both in our early to mid-60’s (only 15 months between us) and have been 

interested in horse racing betting since our teens (Red Rum, in the 1973 Grand National 

when I was 16, was my first bet and when that won, I was hooked – 25p each way!)  

From those days up to the late 80’s/early 90’s we were Saturday punters who would 

pick our horses out of the Sporting Life then sit down at home or in the pub to watch the 

ITV 7 in the old days, and then Channel 4 Racing since 1984 and now ITV Racing.  

https://amzn.to/3uZxPpN
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In Autumn 1991 we were forced by economic necessity, (both of us landed up on the 

dole but Mark got a good redundancy pay off from the then CEGB – Central Electricity 

Generating Board for younger readers!) to find an alternative to wage labour.  

Living in Greater Manchester at that time did not present many decent full-time job 

opportunities! So, we decided to try what we thought we knew about - horse racing 

betting. 

We had read all those telephone tipster ads in the Sporting Life, and more importantly 

had made a most unlikely friend in our local pub – a chap whose brother was a vet and 

worked for several horse racing trainers at the time.  

He gave us some fantastic winners that I still remember from all those years ago. 

Lochsong, (every time she won from the 1992 Ayr gold Cup at 10/1 onwards), Branston 

Abby at 10/1, Palacegate Jack 14/1 and the Irish super mare Kooyanga when she won 

the 1992 Coral Eclipse spring to mind. Plus, many more.  

Great days! And not only were we profiting from these and many more winners, so 

were our subscribers as, by then, we had several of them paying the odds to a fiver to 

our Racing advisory Service, The Inner Circle. (Mary Reveley’s 1991 Cambridgeshire 

winner Mellottie which won at 10/1 just sprang to mind also, but enough nostalgia! 

Sniff.)  

Our friend never bought a drink while we were in the pub, which was often, and he 

seemed to speed up when we entered!  

We were making a half decent living from backing the horses and running the service, 

but all good things must come to an end and our friend’s brother moved abroad and out 

of horse racing all together.  

However, all was not lost as, during our Inner Circle phase, a bloke called Eric rang and 

asked would we like to combine our inside info with his placing bets for us using a 

novel method whereby losers were turned into non-runners (I will show you how to do 

this later in the book). The guy was a maths professor and a staking genius, but he 

couldn’t pick winners to save his life. We teamed up – we provided the winners and he 

put the bets on. 

Eric was a shrewd gambler who had all sorts of stake saving strategies. For example, 

instead of a Yankee, back 4 selections as 6 doubles but in a way that if any 2 win you 

not only get your double paid out at full odds but your 5 losing stakes returned as well!  

We are going to write a separate Ebook/PDF on this, but the principles are exactly the 

same as we show for backing singles this way in  Chapter 13. 

When it is ready, I will send you the link to it, but you will need to be on our email  list 

which you can join by copying and pasting the following link into the browser at the top 

of any web page:  To learn this, go to: https://bit.ly/3HG7Zvb  

https://bit.ly/3HG7Zvb
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If you are reading the paperback version, you will need to type the same link, exactly as 

it appears above, into your browser at the top of any webpage. 

As a mathematician Eric’s focus was on the bottom line and it did not matter to him 

which game.  

He considered – very much against popular opinion – roulette to be the “straightest” 

game as there is only a 2.73% inbuilt advantage for the casino (in the UK). Whereas 

with horse racing you must overcome an over-round of 1 – 2 per cent per horse.  

Also, a 9% betting tax was in force then, which Eric got around by backing in doubles 

so that there was no tax to pay on the second leg.  

Incidentally, I still use his roulette system to this day and have come home with more 

money than I set off with, more often than not.  

He was also a keen racegoer.  

Not long after meeting Eric, and collaborating on selections and staking, (with some 

success it should be said), he came back from Haydock with what seemed an incredible 

tale. He had met a man there who we have always referred to as “the London Bloke”. 

This guy was a multi-millionaire property dealer who made a lot of money on the side 

out of horse racing as a hobby, using a system for which he had paid £10,000 cash on 

the car park of that very same Haydock racetrack four and a half years earlier.  

We still call him the London Bloke today – decades after we got to know his real name! 

All of us, Eric included, were, to say the least, sceptical when he offered us a free trial 

in order that we would place his bets. We had nothing to lose though so we resolved to 

place the bets and keep a record for a month. We kept backing them for him (not a 

penny on for ourselves) and they kept winning.  

 

It almost became boring to win in almost every race. “Lucky streak”, “fluke”, “they 

can’t carry on like this forever”, were some of the printable remarks we made. But by 

the end of the month, he had backed 19 winners out of 21 selections! And one of the 2 

losers was beaten just a head at 6/1 (Tutusixtysix, August 1993). 

This was amazing, none of us had ever seen anything like it before, but the London 

bloke said 80% of the horses he had backed since he bought the system, four and a half 

years earlier, had won, and he didn’t back odds-on.  

We, for the first time, began to think we could make a living from just backing horses.  

We were about to be educated! 
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CHAPTER 2 – The Bubble Burst Yet… 

Having cleared it with our new friend, we decided not only to back his selections but to 

place a half page ad in the Sporting Life offering, effectively, through post-dated 

cheque, a month’s free trial.  

Our new service was called Winners. We ended up holding around 50 post-dated £100 

cheques. All we needed now was a repeat of last month and we would be earning £5000 

per month (this was 1993) at least and our own winnings to boot!  

Some hope!  

The strike rate fell to ‘only’ 55% at an average SP of 11/10 and the cheques were 

returned.  

My brother and I never got to meet the London Bloke. Everything went through Eric 

who was a little on the reserved side. I would have asked to have a look at his system to 

see if we could help identify a reason for the sudden fall in strike rate.  

This was September 1993 and it coincided precisely with the 10lbs rise in handicap 

ratings for jumps horses that was introduced back then.  

It was the jumps horses that were letting the side down, falling from 80% to 45% 

compared to the flat which only dropped from 80% to around 70%.  

It could have been a bad run. Even something with an 80% strike rate can have a bad 

month. But Eric would not hear of me talking to ‘the London Bloke’ so that was the end 

of that phase.  

But we had seen it done. It was possible to achieve such results.  

We were deflated yet inspired at the same time. 

It wasn’t just a good run. Eric got to know this man well over a couple of years and he 

was adamant that those results were not at all unusual and we trusted Eric’s judgement 

implicitly. We had the bug more than ever now.  

The last we heard of the London bloke was that the poor guy had a stroke and was in 

bad health. We later heard from Eric that he had died. 

Eric, who was in his sixties when we met him, then died age 73 in 1999.  

Since those days we have been on a quest to discover the rules of the system. The only 

clues the London Bloke ever left us were that he bought two papers a day, the Racing 

Post and the Daily Mail, the selection was the best horse in the race, and that when we 

discovered it we would kick ourselves because it was so simple.  

In the mid – nineties, Mark and I set up in the glazing business (that is Mark’s trade) so 

we had to research part time.  
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Now, I do not want to disappoint, so I must inform you that to date we have not 

discovered the complete system… but we have learnt an awful lot trying! 

We have also discovered other systems during the search, which, though falling short of 

his stratospheric standards, still provide plenty of winners. 

The most famous one is our Bet2 Win system, which we unveil in the next chapter. 

Until next time… 

We will continue our serialisation next month, if you would like to read the whole book 

right away you can buy it here  

 

https://amzn.to/3uZxPpN
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https://consistentprofits.co.uk/on-course-profits-special-offer/
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Fakenham – A 2023 Update 

Back in January 2020 (Issue 62) John Burke kindly prepared a Fakenham Racecourse 

Profile for us and it seemed appropriate that this should now be updated. 

Fakenham has pulled up no more than a handful of possible systems over the years, so 

we also felt that it may merit further investigation with regards to the possibility of one 

or two “micro systems.”  

These systems won’t be added to our portfolio. In the main, individually, they generate 

no more than a handful of runners each year.  

But for readers who visit Fakenham they will hopefully provide some selections to help 

you enjoy your day in the heart of Norfolk. 

We will update the post on the public website with the results from time to time. 

The General Stats 

Favourites 

Clear favourites have produced the following set of results: 

189 winners from 528 runners 35.80% -98.19 A/E 0.83 313 placed 59.28 %. 

 

Breaking those results down into handicap & non-handicap races gives us: 

Non-handicap – 89 winners from 209 runners 42.58% -36.79 A/E 0.83 135 placed 

64.59%. 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/vegaseddie/3309224777/in/photolist-64BrnE-63qDeB-58gvsH-x7j8m4-x6rYjR-dgMEhC-cFYLxu-yH4E-Xcbgb-Gvc5k-qMYadK-2hAef6k-64BnQs-QkvEp9-diWJNw-TCzNbU-2hCiB8a-8oX9C9-eXuXd5-x7juNx-x6JLjV-x7cP1Z-x6xy18-7bsFgX-aZbY7Z-28a2zyG-63uPW7-zBoh8m-xLNwX6-T7ddX5-aaiyZm-7HJA7g-cHAtUu-yrPXke-zUTCeM-2hzfKXJ-64x64p-6czwZi-x47Exu-x5HNqd-76xmav-x6K5FK-63qBBH-diWKqQ-2hCiCdw-iXC4h-zTXXe2-64Bn83-xZQhqU-6PgJU3
https://oncourseprofits.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/Issue+62/Issue+62-PDF+Gold.pdf
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Chase – 28 winners from 52 runners 53.85% -5.06 A/E 0.91 30 placed 57.69% 

Hurdle – 55 winners from 132 runners 41.67% -18.96 A/E 0.84 91 placed 68.94% 

NHF – 6 winners from 25 runners 24% -12.77 A/E 0.53 14 placed 56% 

 

Handicaps – 100 winners from 319 runners 31.35% -61.40 A/E 0.83 178 placed 

55.80% 

 

Chase – 48 winners from 159 runners 30.19% -34.95 A/E 0.81 79 placed49.69% 

Hurdles – 52 winners from 160 runners 32.50% -26.45 A/E 0.86 99 placed 61.88% 

 

Digging a bit deeper let’s focus on favourites that won their last race and those 

favourites who had finished outside the first three on their last start. 

 

•           Favourites that won their last race have produced – 52 winners from 143 

runners 36.36% -34.11 A/E 0.79 85 placed 59.44%. 

 

•           Favourites that had finished outside the top four on their last start 

produced – 44 winners from 136 runners 32.35% -27.89 A/E 0.8 75 placed 55.15%. 

 

Summary: Favourites are underperforming overall at the track. 

 

Trainers and Favourites: 

 

If you’re a favourite backer. Here are the best performing trainers when the money is 

down over the past 3 years (1st January 2020 – 26th December 2022) 

 

Olly Murphy – 7 winners from 15 runners 46.67% -0.69 A/E 1.04 8 placed 53.33%. 

Mrs Lucy Wadham – 5 winners from 12 runners 41.67% +1.92 A/E 1.15 7 placed 

58.33%. 

Alan King – 4 winners from 8 runners 50.00% +1.33 A/E 0.95 placed 4 50.00% 

N Twiston-Davies – 3 winners from 7 runners 42.86% +0.25 A/E 1.09 placed 4 

57.14%. 

 

Summary: Not many qualifiers, and little profit for the effort, but the above four 

trainers’ favourites may be worth noting at Fakenham. 

Jockeys and Favourites: 

Which jockeys have done the business when the money is down for favourite backers? 

Jack Quinlan – 5 winners from 7 runners 71.43% +5.75 A/E 1.82 5 placed 71.43%. 

Tom Cannon – 5 winners from 8 runners 62.50% +3.63 A/E 1.29 5 placed 62.50%. 
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Summary: Quinlan and Cannon are the standout jockeys in recent years when riding 

the favourite. 

General Course Stats: 

 

•           Odds SP: 18/1 & above – 13 winners from 796 runners 1.63% -445 A/E 0.58 

66 placed 8.29%. 

•           Previous course winners provided 95 winners from 501 runners 18.96% -

21.81 A/E 0.96 187 placed 37.33%. 

 

Summary: Given the nature of Fakenham racecourse not surprisingly it is a track where 

previous course winner’s do well. Nearly one in five of the races at the track have been 

won by a previous course winner. 

 

Trainer Stats and Micro Angles 

 

Here are a few interesting recent trainer track stats for the last 3 years that will hopefully 

enable you to identify some winners at Fakenham for the fixtures this season.  

 

Trainers & Handicap Hurdle Runners 

Archie Watson – 3 wins from 3 runners 100.00% +25.50 A/E 6.52 3 placed 100.00%. 

Sarah Humphrey – 4 wins from 13 runners 30.77% +25.50 A/E 2.56 5 placed 38.46%. 

Samuel Drinkwater – 2 winners from 5 runners 40.00% +38.88 A/E 2.67 2 placed 

40.00%. 

 

Micro System 1: Back the runners from the above trainers in Handicap Hurdles at 

Fakenham. 
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Trainers & Handicap Chase Runners  

Dr RDP Newland – 4 winners from 11 runners 36.36% +5.00 A/E 1.92 5 placed 

45.45%. 

Miss Suzy Smith – 2 winners from 4 runners 50.00% +3.75 A/E 3.23 2 placed 50.00%. 

David Pipe – 2 winners from 5 runners 40.00% +2.75 A/E 1.89 4 placed 80.00% 

 

Micro System 2: Back the runners from the above trainers in Handicap Chases at 

Fakenham. 

Trainers & Race Class – Handicaps  

Class 3  

Alan King – 5 winners from 10 runners  50.00% +16.26 A/E 2.59 6 placed 60.00%. 

Sam Thomas – 2 winners from 3 runners 66.67% +4.75 A/E 2.47 2placed 66.67%. 

Mrs Pam Sly – 2 winners from 5 runners 40.00% +4.33 A/E 2.30 2 placed 40.00%. 
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Micro System 3: Back the runners from the above trainers in Class 3 Handicaps at 

Fakenham. 

Class 4 

Sarah Humphrey – 4 wins from 12 runners 33.33% +26.50 A/E 2.60 5 placed 41.67%. 

Archie Watson – 3 wins from 3 runners 100.00% +25.50 A/E 6.52 3 placed 100.00%. 

 

Micro System 4: Back the runners from the above trainers in Class 4 Handicaps at 

Fakenham. 

Class 5 

Samuel Drinkwater – 2 winners from 3 runners 66.67% +40.88 A/E 4.35 2 placed 

66.67%. 

Tim Vaughan – 2 winners from 5 runners 40.00% +11.33 A/E 2.99 4 placed 80.00%. 

Mark Gillard – 2 winners from 6 runners 33.33% +7.00 A/E 2.17 2 placed 33.33% 
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Micro System 5: Back the runners from the above trainers in Class 5 Handicaps at 

Fakenham. 

Trainers & NHF Races – Racecourse Debutants 

Mrs Lucy Wadham – 2 winners from 3 runners 66.67% +5.75 A/E 2.25 2 placed 

66.67%. 

Warren Greatrex – 2 winners from 4 runners 50.00% +16.00 A/E 4.65 3 placed 

75.00% 

 

Micro System 6: Back the runners from the above trainers in National Hunt Flat races 

at Fakenham. 

Also keep an eye on the runners from Clive Gordon’s stable at Fakenham 6 winners 

from 9 runners in the last 3 years 66.67% +16.03 A/E 2.07 6 placed 66.67%. 

 

Micro System 7: Back the runners from the Clive Gordon yard at Fakenham. 
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https://www.oncourseprofits.com/wfocp
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Product Reviews 
Our monthly look at the services and products under review by our reviews team.  

Remember, if you spot any products on the market you would like to see us a review, 

please feel free to contact us. Just click here and send in your suggestion. 

 

 

Cost: 1 month trial for £7.00 + VAT per then £19.99 + VAT per month. Annual 

subscription available at £109.00 + VAT. 

The Trial: We started this review on 06/12/22 and by month end there were usually 

4 selections a day all at 2 point Win and given by E Mail at 11.00 am. 

 

To date there have been 11/70 winners and a loss at advised prices of 16.62 points. At 

Starting Prices, the result would be around 10 points worse off. 

 

https://pixabay.com/users/stocksnap-894430/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2564504
https://pixabay.com/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=2564504
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/suggestion-box/
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Conclusion: Not a great start, but in profit within the first 4 days of January so we will 

continue with the review and report further next month. You can find our more about 

the service here.  

 

 

Cost: Discounted first month of £22.50 then £45.00 per month thereafter or £45.00 for 

the first 3 months then £90.00 a quarter thereafter or £95.00 for the first 6 months then 

£135.00 every 6 months. 

The Trial: Our latest month, December, was not a good month for this racehorse 

tipping service which advises two approaches to staking its selections. 

Recapping - the first approach is to aim to make 1 point a day staking to retrieve any 

losses, stop at a winner. The only problem with this is dealing with the inevitable losing 

run and this happened on the 27th December when all 6 selections lost.  

There were no selections for the following two days and the losing run ended on the 30th  

with the fourth tip of the day winning at Betfair SP of 3.85.  

It would have taken a stake of 133.75 points to retrieve the cumulative loss of 371.58 

points and the target 2 points, requiring a starting bank over 505 points to achieve this 

result, somewhat greater than the advised 300 point bank. 

The second approach where every selection is backed at level stakes also had a 

disappointing month: there were 6 tips on 15 days with 8 non-runners. Of these 82 bets 

28 won, a strike rate of 34.14% but the average winning odds at Betfair SP of just over 

2.0 were not sufficient to prevent a loss of 25.38 points after the deduction of 2% 

commission. 

Conclusion: Not looking promising but you can find out more by clicking here. 

 

https://wcespanol--bluedelta.thrivecart.com/value-racing-tips-month/
https://bluedelta--bmsmarketing.thrivecart.com/smart-investor-first-month-offer/?ref=ocpmag
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Cost: £29.95 per quarter / £59.95 per year or £99.00 for Lifetime Access 

The Trial: This month’s review saw 25 runners with 13 winners, a strike rate of 

52%.  

Achieving the advised odds at level stakes would have produced the tiniest of profits: 

0.15 point at 1-point level stakes. 

This time Betfair SP didn’t do as well, losing 3.74 points after the deduction of 2% 

commission. 

Conclusion: We’d like to see a profit sometime soon. You can find out more here. 

 

 

Cost: £29.95 per quarter / £59.95 per year or £99.00 for Lifetime Access 

The Trial: Five tips a day were given for the 28 days there was racing scheduled during 

this most recent month, although the weather and non-runners reduced the total to 120 

bets, 20 of which were winners, a strike rate of 16.67%. 

Achieving the advised odds or taking Betfair SP achieved remarkably similar figures: 

“advised” lost 44.75 points at 1-point level stakes whereas Betfair SP lost 44.45 points 

after deducting 2% commission. 

Conclusion: We are still waiting for an improvement, but in the meantime if you are 

interested to find out more about the service you can do so here. 

  

https://bluedelta--boostbank.thrivecart.com/odds-on-winners/?ref=ocpmag
https://bluedelta--boostbank.thrivecart.com/five-star-betting/?ref=ocpmag
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Systems  
All results quoted below are as of 13th January 2023 

* Denotes Gold System 

We are continuing with the task of reviewing our systems and will continue to do so 

over the next month. We hope to have all the systems in a user friendly manner by the 

time we write here again in the next issue which will be our centenary. 

We will also be endeavouring to update the relevant system on the website monthly 

going forward once we have a complete calendar month under our belt, commencing 

with systems published in January 2023 as under review, and those applicable for 

January 2023 in our Approved 2023 section.  

Please make sure you sign up to receive System updates as they occur on the website.  

Results for the systems currently running for January (both Recently Published in Issue 

98 and the January Approved systems) will be updated the first week of February on the 

website. 

In addition to make recording and searching for systems easier we would suggest that 

you search using the four double digit references below.  

Any system reference on the website for 2023, and going forward, will have a prefix of 

AP (Approved), and JO (Jury’s Out which represents those articles Recently Published 

in 2023).  

 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/rogerbarker/2881776553/in/photolist-5oDRLD-wNS6Zs-x5MrFE-wP6Bsa-w9u8bo-x79Aw6-w9AhL3-w9KdU7-x4jUuU-wP5QdT-4AitCr-4FPKGy-x7sK2B-wNXymM-x7kDLv-wPi1PD-wPc7P7-wPhzPZ-x6Kb3B-dTfQsq-otvEoU-dTfPY7-2cUqrXd-w9LmpV-x4cWcW-x4aJMf-x4tNwJ-wPbiUd-wNWS1q-x6usLX-x7hCMn-wNY47x-wNYujg-x7iNwF-wNTyAm-wNZert-x63yW1-x6eL6y-wP1SXi-x6KRBg-x4f5ff-x758Z6-x79Vp6-nvxMQq-nvPpQp-4Aixkg-5oJaGq-gSAGSh-wP2Eua-w9UtuF
https://www.oncourseprofits.com/new-email-alerts/
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Your Approved Systems for February 2023 are as follows: 

System Reference: 94-18-09-22 - LAY Method 

System Reference: 86-46-01-22 

System Reference: 71-53-10-20 

System Reference: 63-23-02-20 

System Reference: 60-97-11-19 

System Reference: 95-25-10-22 

System Reference: 95-28-10-22 

System Reference: 95-32-10-22 

 

 

  

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/suggestion-box/
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Analysis of Free Horse Racing Tips – 

Update 

A few months back I shared some analysis of the free tips that are posted daily at the 

OLBG website. 

Today I thought I’d update you on where we are at. 

You can read the original piece in Issue 97, but to briefly recap. OLBG runs tipping 

competitions every month and pay cash prizes to the winners. 

I decided to collect all the selections from the top 5 horse racing tipsters as of 

September 14th and see how they fared. 

When I started, I only had the Betfair results data for win bets, I now have the Betfair 

place prices also for races from 10th November. 

The chart below shows the performance of all five tipsters but only betting their win 

bets at Betfair SP. 
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As a group they have not done well! The total after four months is -265 points from 

1698 bets, a minus 15% ROI. 

I say as a group because surprisingly one of the tipsters has made a profit of 26.94 

points backing their win bets only after commission at Betfair SP. 

There were 139 win bets from Snuggleupwithagoodbo, so a 19 % ROI at Betfair SP, 

which is good going.  

The place data I’ve only had since November 10th, so just over two months data on the 

each-way bets. 

The next chart shows just the bets since November 10th up to January 17th. 

The red line is betting all the selections from the five tipsters win only. 

The blue line is betting half a point win and half a point place if the bet is advised each-

way. 

I thought that betting win only would be more profitable (smaller loss) over the long 

term, but that’s not how it’s played out so far. I guess that’s because the Betfair place 

only markets are fairer than the bookies each-way terms on most bets.  

   

https://www.olbg.com/best-tipsters/Horse_Racing/2/402496
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Over the shorter period tipster Snuggleupwithagoodbo made a +9.42 point profit betting 

all bets win only and +11.21 betting 0.5 point win and place when advised each-way 

and 1 point win when advised as a win bet. This was from 66 bets, so still nearly 17% 

ROI on the win and place bets. 

Unfortunately, the chart for that period of 66 bets looks like the Loch Ness Monster 

with all the profit coming from a recent winner at 14.34 BSP. 

 

The other four tipsters again managed a substantial loss for both win and each-way.  

I will keep an eye on Snuggleupwithagoodbo and report back in a few months. 

Darren Power 


